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The school purchased ~30 laptops in 2007 to equip all pupils in a Year 6 class. Eighteen of these 
pupils’ parents elected to buy one for their child ($965e). The pilot extended into a second class in 
2008 & 2009. The laptops are not generally taken home (once for a research project over a holiday – 
but many needed re-imaging subsequently) and pupils collect them from the library each morning. 
Home-school links are made by e-mailing files between locations. Specifications have improved from 
512Mb RAM to about 1-2Gb; similarly with processor speed & hard drive. Screens are uniformly 
about 15”. 
 
There is one interactive whiteboard in a shared library-classroom – mobile with short throw projector, 
but needs computer shelf. There is another in each laptop classroom. The wireless network adapters 
sufficient in 2007 were not able to handle the additional loading in subsequent years, and have been 
replaced by neatly cabled CAT 5 cable to pupil desks. 
 
New Topics brought into the curriculum 

• Touch Typing  (‘nearly all pupils are now typing more than 30 words a minute with some 
reaching 50-60 words a minute’). This was generally achieved though the use of on-screen 
tutorials such as Typing Tournament for 10 minutes a day for about 3 weeks. 

• Elementary animation & movie making (using Pivot and Movie Maker) 

• Digital photography and image manipulation (using PaintShop Pro) 
 



  
 
Envisioned topics for curriculum consideration 

• Advanced visual communication (using Adobe visual communicator) 

• Digital Art 
 
New Pedagogies 

• Monitoring every pupil in the class simultaneously using screen capture technology (using eg 
SynchronEyes). 

 
• Whole class marking facilitated by putting a good example on the interactive whiteboard for all 

pupils to share. 

• Inter-school competitive academic games (eg. Mathletics) 



• Pre-skilling with basic ICT skills – these computer operational skills take time to learn at the 
start of the year but accelerate pupil learning subsequently. 

• Teachers need to spend additional time reviewing digital educational resources to select the 
best; however, once found they can be shared with other staff and schools very easily. 

• Suits teachers with a pupil-centred approach; ‘you are more a guide and facilitator’, no longer 
the source of all knowledge and control. 

• Pupils become more self-motivated – they push themselves harder. 

• The digital environment is better for longer continuous focused attention – not for 16 mad 
topics in a morning. 

• It’s easier to cater for a mixed ability class, and the range of ability in specific subjects can be 
more extreme. 

• Teacher uses two laptops simultaneously for shared activities via the interactive whiteboard and 
planning, personal assessment work which is private. 

• Worksheets can be prepared by scanning into Microsoft Publisher, and then placed on the 
school server in a shared read-only folder for the class. Pupils then use a simple ‘insert textbox’ 
technique to key in answers. 

 
 
 
Questions for pre-service teachers to consider 

 
1. What do you think of the choice of computer form factor selected by this school? 

 
2. Describe the classroom management software SynchronEyes. 

 
3. What wireless networking solution would you recommend for the school? 

 
4. Where in your opinion does this school sit on the ICT integration – ICT transformation scale?  

1 … 10 

Computers are rarely used, 
curriculum delivery, 
assessment and reporting do 
not assume or require 
computer use 

 Computers are always used where relevant, the curriculum assumes this 
will be the case and often includes topics that require personal ICT use; 
assessment and reporting explicitly require and identify knowledge and 
skills that could not realistically be demonstrated without the use of ICT. 

 


